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Beyond the Patriarchy: Feminism and the Chaos of Creativity
Katherine Perrault
Sue Ellen Case has asked the question, " Is there a women 's fonn- a
feminine morphology"? ' In examining Caryl Churchi ll's play, The Skriker, I
propose to show how chaos theory can serve as a methodology for analyzing
dramatic structure thereby facilitating the re-visioning ofclassic works, while also
providing a critical model for new feminist plays. Annette Kolodny states, "The
power relations inscribed in the form ofconventions within our literary inheritance
.. . reify the encodings of those same power relations in the culture at large."?
The application of chaos theory to drama provides a "new conceptual
framework from which to view the continu ing interaction between pre-modem
and pos tmodern and popular and class ic work s." ) This approac h supports
divergence from (masculine) Aristotelian dramatic forms,' in concert with the reo
visioning of history from the feminine perspective.
When used to analyze feminist plays that on the surface seem disorderly
and dysfunctional in form, chaos theory reveals underlying structures of integrat ion
and order---creating a representation of the femin ine experience that is true to
nature.' Such an approach may help to bridge the gap, as Patricia Schroeder
suggests, "between form and content, tradition and innovation, culture and the
individual, rebellion and accommodation." Elin Diamond contends that for the
feminist playwright,
: ,
' ,."""',
mimesis denotes both the activity of representing and the result
of it .. . , simultaneously the stake and the shifting sands: order
and potential disorder. reaso n and madness .. .. On the one hand.
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it speaks to our desire for universality, coherence, unity, tradition,
and on the other, it unravels that unity through improvisations,
embodied rhythm, powerful instantiations of subjectivity, and
what Plato most dreaded, impersonation, the latter involving
outright mimicry. In imitating (upholding the truth value of) the
model , the mimos becomes an other, is being an other, thus a
shapeshifting Proteus, a panderer of reflections, a destroyer of
[traditional, patriarchal] forms.'
In the fifth century BC, prior to Aristotle's organization ofpoetic structure,
Plato , in the Jon, describes the source of the mimetic arts-inspiration-as a
frenzied, chaotic process that disregards the intellect as well as the skillful mastery
of an art form. 8 In response to Plato , Aristotle, in the The Poetics, bases his
theories of the poetic arts upon an orderly, mimetic nature formed in a closed
system." Referring to the structural elements of plot , Aristotle states , "if anyone
of them is displaced or removed, the whole will be disjointed and disturbed. For a
thing whose presence or absence makes no visible difference, is not an organic
part of the whole. '?" Aristotle's tenets of narrative order were foundational to the
rational acceptance ofdrama and its collaborative arts and propelled a linear theory
ofunity and aesthetics codifying "human experience and constructing nature through
fixed operations and principles of regularity." II
Feminist theory contends that Aristotle 's theories of mimesis have been
promulgated primarily by men to narrate the story of the world according to men
and for men." As Joseph Campbell succinctly states, "Society is always patriarchal.
Nature is always rnatrilineal.?" However, feminist writers and critics reject strict
adherence to classical Aristotelian linearity, asserting that because of its dominant
use in Western thought to perpetuate the patriarchy," it cannot adequately express
the feminine experience. 15
In the twentieth century, classical notions of linear unity and universal
aesthetics oftruth and beauty have been severely challenged with the introduction
ofquantum physics , the theory ofrelativity, and chaos theory. These ideas "changed
the way the universe is viewed by calling into question the essence of reality and
the Newtonian basis of'certainty.?" Concurrent with this paradigm shift , the borders
of containing patriarchal constructs of power were also being transgressed by the
rising tides of feminist thought and practice-initiating a re-visioning of history.
Today, the trend towards chaos and relativity in dramatic practice is viewed
as unnatural from the Aristotelian point ofview, while quite the opposite is true, as
Tom Mullin states: "Chaos has survived the fashionable phase, and perhaps one
reason is that the natural world is inherently nonlinear.:"? The disintegration of
the concepts of linear unity and universal aesthetics happened because the action
of humanity does not occur, as Aristotle surmised, in a closed system. One action
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or thought impinges on another, modifying it, changing it in a cont inuous flow of
energy-what mathematicians refer to as dynamism. We do not li..e in a perfect.
two-dimensional. Euclid ian world. but a three (or four) dimensional world that is
notstatic, but living, breathing, growing , changing; no one is an island, and nothing
happens that does not affect something else, As contemporary historians revisit
the past, what has previously been viewed as absolute, has appeared enigmatic
because our "relation to the real has chan ged.':" As Certeau contends,
, . . the situation of the historiographer makes study of the real
appear in two quite different positions within the scientific
process : the real insofar as it is the known (what the historian
studies, understands, or ' brings to life' from a past society) and
the real insofar as it is entangled within the scientific operations
(the present society, to which the historians' problematics. the ir
procedures, modes of comprehension, and finally a practice of
meaning are referable) . On the one hand, the real is the result of
analysis, while on the other, it is its postulate. Neither of these
two forms of reali ty can be eliminated or reduced to the other.
Historical science takes hold precisely in their relation to one
another, and its proper object ive is developing this re lation into
a discourse."
In this view of history, past and present are held in tension, much like strange
anractors in an unstable system that "show processes that are stable, confined, and
yet never do the same thing twice. . . . they have patterned order and boundary.' '2D
Such a view ofhistory is dynamic, shattering a linear, view of the world, suggesting,
as Rosemarie Bank postulates, that "historical time flows in many directions." ZI
The atmosphere is an example ofa dynamic system, "governed by physical
laws, (that) is unstable with respect to perturbations of small amplitude" such as
the flapping of a butterfly's wings,~~ This type of interaction in the atmosphere is
knownas the "butterfly effect," discovered by Edward Lorenz: it illuminates change
as it occurs in an unstable system that is sensi tively dependent upon initial
conditions- meaning that a "small anomaly in the system leads to major changes
later.?" The idea that a small aberra tion can lead to complex and unpredictable
changes in a natural, but unstable system shatters previous deterministic theor ies
(such as that of'Newton's causal viewof the universe orAristotle's linear conception
of the order of the drama) which view the occurre nce of natural actions as either
"p robable" or "necessary.'?' If the atmosphere. as well as other natura l systems.
operates in this way, then Aristotle's view of dramatic theory that is based on a
fixed and closed ..-iew of nature is not applicable to an forms that incorporate
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random , improbable , or seemingly unnecessary elements that are structured and!
or interact in a non-linear fashion.
This literal dis-integration of Aristotle's concept ofartistic unity does not
negate creative order or integration, however, but merely changes the way in which
it is perceived. "The mythic and historical as well as the new scientific meanings
associated with the word 'chaos' allow it to serve as 'a cross-roads, a juncture' , a
matrix where various cultural associations interact and converge. " 25 Caryl
Churchill's plays embody such a matrix , or birthplace (in the literal sense of the
word)" for the interaction, and sometimes disruption, of cultural/historical
associations ofdramatic constructs. In The Skriker, in particular, Churchill includes
mythological, perhaps archetypal, characters who symbolically represent the cross-
roads or juncture where quintessential paradigms converge or clash. The chaos
that ensues from Churchill's systematic portrayal of matriarchal integers seeks to
expose the historical oppression of women and deconstruct patriarchal ideology.
According to Alexis Lloyd , Churchill's "dramatic structure creates a liminal space
where we catch glimpses of pathways, of possibilities for change. " 27 In concert
with the "new poetics" Sue Ellen Case advocates for feminist theatre, Churchill's
strategies work "to make women visible , to find their voice, ... to explain the
historical process ofthe suppression of women and its effect on their achievements,
... and to deconstruct the canon of dramatic criticism. " 28 The methodology of
chaos theory applied to Churchill's work demonstrates her abandonment of
"traditional patriarchal values embedded in prior notions of form, practice and
audience response. " 29
As defined by Stephen H. Kellert, chaos theory is "the qualitative study
ofunstable aperiodic behavior in deterministic nonlinear dynamical systems?"
A "qualitative study" is an analysis ofpatterns orprocess, rather than the application
of a quantitative equation which rationally, clearly, and logically produces
measurable results. Caryl Churchill's play, The Skriker , is such a qualitative study-
an analysis , indeed, an indictment-ofthe damaging patterns and processes ofthe
past perpetuated in contemporary society. True to feminist multiplicity, Churchill
implies more than one subject in the societal , psychic metaphor of The Skriker:
mental illness; the untimely death of children; the plague of hornelessness;"
"friendship, betrayal," revenge;" and the "catastrophic abuse of the environment.?"
To epitomize the patterns of this contemporary dis-ease, Churchill
engenders tensions between conscious and unconscious realities by creating a
mythic site. She populates her evocative, subtextuallandscapes with beings from
English folklore: the Kelpie, Spriggan "Rawheadandbloodybones, Nellie Longarms,
Thrumpins, Johnny Squarefoot, Bogle, etc.,' ?' who are "eccentric creatures who
have been alive for centuries, ... though they can change appearances and often
masquerade as homeless people, these grimy, motley creatures dress like scavengers,
blithely mixing genders and centuries. One male fairy wears knee boots, angel
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wings and a nnu.''" These mythic characters are not gods, but surreal misfits;
they represent the damaged, coll ective human unconscious. Through dance and
movement, these creatures "convey the rich 'otherness ' of myth: ·)I. creating a
living, moving, pulsating tapestry of damaged people in an infected and injurious
realm. These "th ieves, and murderers , enchanters and wreakers of havoc" do not
speak, but emitting moans and shrieks they further compound the themes andtexture
of the play contributing to a subterranean, "turbulent yet subtle soundscape burbling
underneath, comprising drum bears, found music, dripping water, animal grunts
and more, all in a strange dark symphony evoking the nether world-both lite ral
and psychic--{that] the play explores.' :"
In the conscious terrain ofthe play text, Churchill also employs the use of
multiple subjects/protagonists who are women:" Josie and Lily are two young
mothers/friends-Josie has presumably killed her child and is confined in an asylum;
Lily, her friend, is pregnant. The Skriker is an androgynous fairy who appears in
deceptive, luring forms of women, children, and men, as well as an inanimate (or
in this case animated) sofa, and she haunts both wome n.The haunting of the Skriker
and the increas ing, smoth ering presence of the weird (in the Shakespearian sense)
creatures embody the processual pressures and stresses of life against which the
single mothers struggle to survive.
The fathers are distinctl y absent , yet the ir role is represented in the
containing function of the mental hospital that bookends the conscious wor ld of
the play. In TheSkriker, Churchill uses the biological aspect ofthe women's bodies
as the vehicle by which they are contained , constrained, or dominated by the
patriarchy. Susan Bordo refers to the body as the "tex t of culture" as well as the
"practical direct locus of social control ." Churchill visibly portrays what Bordo
asserts, "Our conscious politics, social commitments. strivings for change may be
undermined and betrayed by the life of our bodies-not the craving. instinctual
body imagined by Plato. Augustine. and Freud, but the docile regulated body
practiced at and habituated to the rules ofcultural life,'?"
The two female protagonists in The Skriker could thus be perceived
semioucatly as cultural representations ofwomen damaged by years of patriarchal
containment. Historically, the absence of the fathers in the play constitutes its
referential origin, or past- a figurative death," embodied in the Skriker who is "a
shape-shifter and death portent, ancient and damaged .....
'
In The Skriker, while
the patriarchy may be associated with origins through one type of absence, the
death ofJosie 's daughter constitutes another. integrally connected to the discourse
of the woman's body, her containment defined by her lack of offspring. According
to Certeau, death "manifests the very conditionofdiscourse . . .. It is born in effect
from the rupture tha t constitutes a past distinct from its current enterprise. Its
work consists in creating the absent, in making signs scattered over the surface of
current times become the traces of ' historical' realities. missing indeed because
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they are other."42 The Skriker functions as the historical matrix for Churchill's
discourse, as she embodies past damage that is reiterated in the present lives of the
women and threatens their future.
Viewed as the essence of that which is woman, the Skriker is deformed
and corrupted by years of her own ensnarement: her dysfunctionality results from
succumbing to the hegemonic practice of defining herself by her reflection in the
patriarchal mirrorv-s-which Churchill manifests in the Skriker 's subversion,
seduction, and eventual domination of Josie and Lily. As the play begins, Josie
has already sustained irreversible damage , blaming the Skriker for her woes. Lily,
however, attempts to befriend the Skriker, to live and let live , but finally succumbs
to its incessant pressures. As reviewer Matt Wolf states , Churchill "is again probing
at the confluence of private and public-at the 'damage ' that she believes is
occurring to both nature and human beings/[women] , ... the bruised interaction of
its three main figures [women] becomes a way of addressing the profound anger
and offhand cruelties common to many contemporary lives/jwomen]."?"
The notion of"instability" in chaos theory refers to a system that displays
"sensitive dependence upon initial conditions. In other words , the system will
never settle into a pattern of behavior consistent enough to remain unaffected by
small disturbances.?" The Skriker begins with the introduction of the psychic
microcosm of the underworld from which disturbing details bubble up, as if from
a cauldron, into the macrocosm-or conscious existence-ofthe two women, Josie
and Lily. These perturbations set offa chain reaction ofevents that seem unthinkable
and unpredictable. In The Skriker , Churchill linguistically initiates this cycle via
her "terrifying mutation of the English language.':" "a skittering between sense
and nonsense, ... rhymes , jokes, puns, obscenities, and a chaos of associations?"
that structurally work to convey chaotic instability by deconstructing the Skriker's
language-and through her language our complacent, waking notions ofthe world.
The practicality of Churchill's chaotic use of language for feminist purposes is
that it "shatters the phallogocentric model ... [and] disturbs the traditional linear
play structure ... serving as a sign-system criticizing the social and political plight
of women. " 48 In The Skriker, themes that seem familiar or static to us are
defamiliarized through the language, vivified and recontextualized-yet distanced
from us in a Brechtian way so that we may access meaning from a new perspective."
The Skriker's name itself descends from "a Lancashire term for ' a shrieker, a
screamer":" as such, she is the clarion to a different sort ofvigilance by Churchill ,
"suggesting other worlds , other ways of being than those of ordinary speaking.' ?'
In the monologue that agitates this unstable system, the Skriker tells an
angry story of injury and abuse-harm done in the macrocosm that results in hurt
and hatred in the microcosm:
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They used to leave cream in a sorcerer 's apprentice. Gave the
brownie a pair of trousers to wear have you gone ? Now they
hate us and hurtle us faster and master. They poison me in my
rivers of blood poi soning make s my ann swelter,"
51
The Skriker spins a tale reminiscent of Rumplestiltskin with the threat of children 's
deaths and change ling substitutions. A hag is chopped up; the forbidden fruit is
eaten, and so on:
Down comes cradle and baby. . . . Revengeance is gold m ine,
sweet. Fe fi fo fumbledown cottage pie crust my heart and hope
to die. My mother she killed me and put me in pies for sale
away and home and awayday. Peck out her eyes and have it .
I'll give you three wishy washy. An open grave must be fed up
you go like dust in the sunlight of heart . Gob ble gobbl e says the
turkey turnkey key to my heart, gobbledegook de goc k is afte r
you. Ready or not here we come quick or dead of night night
sleep tightarse.l3
This suppressed, unconscious world whirls inexorably in a dead ly cyclone of death
and destruction-repeated ly rupturing into the conscious terrain of the play, as the
Skriker assumes the pain of the dea d child and seeks venge ance on its mother.
Josie, and mothers in general-like the pregna nt Lily:
Ms. Churchill intell igently keeps the line between the victim
and the predator cloudy. The Skriker is a natural force corrupted
by a denaturized world. And though she is know n to feed on
infants, it is Josie who has kil led her In-day-old child before the
play start s. Images of babies and chi ldren in j eopardy abound.
;,.~ , , -•. - A little g irl sings of being murde red and eaten by her parent s.
Lily, who is pregnant when the play begins, speaks of motherhood
J '; after her child 's birth in a sad, telling speech. ' Everything 's
shifted so she 's in the middle,' she says of her daugh ter. ' I neve r
minded things. But eve rything 's dangero us. seems it might get
her.. . . If she wasn ' t all right, it'd be a waste . wouldn't it?"
The " initial conditions" ofthe play represented by the "cosmi cally polluted
spirit world that parall els a much abused planet earth?" are a lready so corrupted
that the "system will never settle into a pattern of behavior consistent enough to
remain unaffected by small disturbances ." Rather. they harbor the explosive essence
of elements spiraling towards self destruction (in the terms of psyche) for the
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women-whose ability to survive is subverted and marginalized even as they
attempt to fulfill their biological roles as mothers. Through Josie and Lily, Churchill
addresses the patterns of a warped society by which women (in particular) are
reduced to: containment, as Josie is confined in the psychiatric ward , having killed
her child; surrender, as Lily succumbs to the Skriker's deadly siren song, and
eventually relinquishes her nurturing capacity; and silence, as the deformed
granddaughter shrieks in wordless rage-victimized once again by the inexorable
reiteration of helplessness:
Lily appeared like a ghastly, made their hair stand on endless
night, their blood run fast. 'Am I in fairylanded? ' she wandered.
'No ,' said the old crony, 'this is the real world' whirl whir wh
wh what is this? Lily was solid flash. If she was back on earth ,
where on earth was the rockabye baby gone the treetop? Lost
and gone for everybody was dead years and tears ago, it was
another cemetery, a black whole hundred yearns. Grief struck
by lightning. And this old dear me was Lily's granddaughter
what a horror storybook ending. . .. 'Oh they couldn't helpless ,'
said the granddaughter, 'they were stupid stupefied
stewpotbellied not evil weevil devil take the hindmost of them
anyway.' But the child hated the monstrous. (GIRL bellowsv"
In the context of the play's intersecting realities or "simultaneous
universes," language becomes a functionary of time and space," animated by
movement that expands and defines timeless images of inherited malignancy.
Exposing the impairing patterns and destructive cycles of hegemonic constraint,
Churchill creates a dynamic , re-visioning of history that manifests the necessity
for change with "language [that] does not contain, [but] carries; it does not hold
back, it makes possible. "58
In a chaotic system, "aperiodic behavior" is action that is broadly patterned
but never repeats itself exactly, nor is immediately predictable or perceivable-
much like Churchill's twisted, but dynamic language. In The Skriker, such aperiodic
behavior also reveals itself in Churchill's use ofnon-linear time construction, which
creates theatre that
challenges patriarchal structure . . . by undermining basic
assumptions oflinearity through a reconfiguration oftime frames.
Many ofher plays operate within past and present simultaneously,
encouraging a perception of causality that is non-linear. She
uses this 'doublevision ' to place women as both outside of and
shaped by history, creating multiplicity in place ofunity in order
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to loca le spaces for radica l change. ... This manipulation serves
to alienate the spec tator, but a lso implicates her/him in the
performance."
53
The Skriker and the othe r creatures who populate the landscape of The
Skriker are unconstrained by linear time. yet they inhabit Jos ie's and Lily's space
(and/or consciousness) as we ll as that of the unconscious/underworld-thus
occupying an other dimension simultaneously with that of the women. However,
as Josie's and Lily's time lines within the world ofthe play do progre ss in a for....ard,
cyclic motion, they are not demarc ated by night or day or a particu lar period. The
women's lives are circumscribed by the spo radic interruptions of the Skri ker, who
weaves in and out ofthe wo men's present while attempting to lure them into her
own. While they are shaped by historica l patterns perpetuated by the patriarchy,
theyare also outside of history, placed in a continuous presen t in Churchill's mythic
world, unable to escape the strangling death portent of the past.
We now know that time and space are related as Einstein's Speci alTheory
of Relativity states that they are actually one four-dimensional entity known as the
space-rime continuum, as time moves through space." Time in this sense lives,
breathes, matters in space, and explodes the co ncept of linearity in performance.
crumbling traditional patterns of representing time as a fixed entity. In The Skriker,
the best example of this kinesthetic notion of nme is the episodic nature of the play
that appears as a temporal twil ight, a liminal matri x which breeds digression,
progression, or no change at all in terms of the development of the characters.
while the Skriker physically shifts from one shape to another throughout the play
as the ultimate psychic trickster, her energy does not wane. Rather, it is reconfigured
to an approximation of its original state of repressed anger in order to reiterate
another cycle of oppression and vengeance. While Jodie makes aggressive attempts
to rid herself and Lily of the Skriker, ultimately she does not progress beyond the
walls of the asylum. Lily's surrender to the Skriker's lure results in the simultaneous
view of her present digression as well as the future victimization of her children.
Oppression ravages the world of the play- and by Churchill's implication, society-
affecting all ofhumanity as long as it remains unchallenged through the complicity
of its victims. As Josie and Lily envision a bleaker future in their fruitless attempts
to break free from their ensnarement, Churchill
shows us that we cannot move forward from the present without
first coming to terms with the influence of the past . . . . Past,
present and future all depend upon each othe r. and Churchill
creates moments where they all exi st simultaneously, reflecting,
influencing, and shaping each other: thus creati ng the capac ity
for fluidity and change."
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Because Churchill makes us face "a historical function specified [in] the ceaseless
confrontation between a past and a present-that is between what had organized
life or thought and what allows it to be thought nowadays," she provides us with
the possibility of "an infinite series of 'historical meanings, " ' 62 with implications
for the future.
Chaos theory holds that "deterministic, nonlinear dynamical systems are
sets of mathematical differential equations that describe how a system changes
through time and contain one or more non-linear terms, "63 or as James Scaife
Meriwether, III puts it,
Nonlinear systems involve equations expressing relationships
which cannot be graphed using straight lines (like linear systems)
and which are much harder to solve. The behavior of nonlinear
physical systems is considerably more complex than that oflinear
ones. One way that this complexity has been described is that
"Nonlinearity means that the act of playing the game has a way
of changing the rules."?"
This means that one reaction does not necessarily follow another in straightforward
time line, but one action may bifurcate and produce two, two may produce more,
ad infinitum, all of which may loop back upon themselves through feedback in a
continuous, complex chain ofevents. In the multiple dimensions oftime and space
in Churchill's play, the Skriker and her cohorts of the underworld repeatedly burst
through the seams of the women 's consciousness. These disorderly ruptures
precipitate feedback that breaks down their resistance with each puncture, looping
back and re-iterating similarpattems and processes that deterministically perpetuate
the prevailing, destructive order ofthe dominant ideology. As Alice Rayner states,
"In The Skriker, folklore , myth , and fairy-tale haunt the worldliness ofthe realistic
characters, not as representations 'of' an imaginary world, but as a mode of
perception and thought that links words, matter, images, time , and experience by
the tropes of contiguity and similarity"?
This type oforder arising from disorder was mathematically demonstrated
by Benoit Mandelbrot when , in 1975, via the computer, he created fractals-
irregular geometric shapes with the same degree of irregularity on all scales."
The computerized repetition of Mandlebrot's equation provided feedback that
produced a deterministic geometric shape or pattern that was self-organized, or
inherently coherent. This lead to the notion that order arises naturally from disorder.
According to Brooks, the
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relationsh ip oforder and disorder must be viewed in this light as
complex and continuous, rather than dichotomous. Simple.
determin istic mathematical equations may harbor chaotic
behavior, while order has been shown to underlie and even arise
out ofapparently random, chaotic behavior. Order and disorder
are no longer opposit ional, but ins tead intera ctive and
complimentary in the drivingforces of nature.~7
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What this means is that a chaotic system- such as that in Churchill 's
play--ean demonstrate a certain order. In contrast to an Aristotelian play, however.
balance cannot be restored to its initial state- in a chaotic system, there is no
initial balance:" in The Skriker, change accelerates within the system in a process
of self-similar alteration that highlights the clarion ofvdifference.?" in reponse to
the reiteration of the patriarchal order. The characters have no sense of closure-
because there is no cathars is, nor do they experience the self-revelation or reversal
that generally accompanies Aristotelian, catharti c structure: they are contained
within an entropic cycle of damage.
While Churchill does not provide her audience with a linear context that
"makes the process of interpretation easy,'?" her intent is to disrupt the typical
response of the audience on multip le levels, through associat ive language, music,
movement, mythic/archetypa l images. She wishes to impact the audience not just
mentally, but imaginatively through all the senses, to engage them not j ust for the
'moment' in the theatre, but for also the future, to evoke continu ing thought and
active response in reaction to the alarum she is raising.
In analyzing conventional audience response, Ann Wilson cites reviewers'
incomprehensibility of The Skriker as an indicator of its "failure" as a theatrical
production because it does not conform to the "linear" progression of the subject's
action resulting in "revelation," Its dramatic progression is not that
ofconventional dramati c action where charac ters are implicated
in action which rises to a dramatic climax and thus is resolved .
This narrat ive structure allows the audience to enter the "relay"
oftheatrical signific ation by providing a structure which allows
those watching the play to understand the conflict within the
play, even if , , . the characters themselves never come to the
realization of the terms of the dramat ic cris is and hence do not
experience a sense of resolution. My contention is that the key
to understanding an audience's theatrical pleasure is tied to the
sense of mastery, of undersianding the action which unfolds on
the stage."
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While Wilson contends that the " idiom of the Skriker swirls with a seeming
randomness which does not result in revelation.'?' quite the opposite occurs.
According to chaos theory, the nonlinear pattern of the play is true to na ture and
orderly in its disorder-c-as its multidimensional, cyclic structure , through feedback,
co nstructs a different representation of reality, opening emergent avenues of
perception. 1n The Skriker, Churchill consciously uses all of her skill to produce
multiple levels of feedback or revela tion in the audience . and she gets it: wonder,
awe, horror, d iscom fort, terror, chills, thrills . She refuse s to "perpetuate the
conventions of realism/narrative," she thwarts ''the illusion of 'real' life," and she
threatens "the patriarchal ideology imbedded in [tbel'story"'" through the
decomposition of language , the breakdown of time and space as we know it, and
the portrait of characters at once familiar and foreign. The charac ter of the Skriker,
whose "daring presence tears down the ' fourth wall ' between herse lf and the
audience'?' by extending the action beyond the periodic limi ts of the proscenium
arch, creates bifurcated responses that exceed two dimens ions as Churchill, through
her, instigates interaction with the audience, which further shapes the action of the
drama as feedback-both immediate and subliminal-and comes back to haunt
you another day." Churchi ll provides a relative, subjective view of the world "in
which history is not necessarily objective, space is not necessarily static, and time
is not necessarily linear." Churchill writes a history that Certeau might contend
" ".1
is played along the margins which joi n a society with its past
and with the very act of separating itself from that past. It takes
place along these lines which trace the figure of a curre nt time
by dividing it from its other, but which the return [re-iteration]
of the past is con tinually modifying or blurring. As in the
paintings of Miro , the artist' s line, which draws difference s with
contours and makes a writi ng possible (a discourse and a
'historicization'], is crisscrossed by a movement running contrary
to it. It is the vibration oflimits.. . . The truth of history resides
in this ' in between' on which a work marks its limits, without
being able to create an object taking the place of this relation. In
the case of Marc Soriano , analysis of Perrault's fairy tales
becomes itself the narrative or avowal of an investigation, in
such a way that the objec t of his research-fragmented as it is
by diverse methodological inquiries-finds its unity in the
operat ion where the actions of the author and the resistances of
the material are being combined endlessly."
Chaos theory provides an effective methodology for analyzing Churchill's play-
text, because it allows us to confront the unintelligible, the other, that which has
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been marginalized , through a unified, if diverse, inquiry that allo ws for dialogue
between past and present."
Within the dynamic plot that emerges in each performance of The Skrike r,
the thought or meaning of the pla y mod ulates as it is received on different levels
by different audience members with different recept ors each time it is perfonned-
opening up "the negotiation of meaning to contradictions, circularity, multiple
viewpoints.':" Churc hill refrains from revealing the precise meaning of the play,
preferring the audience to assign their own meaning to the per fonnance- to be as
much an interpreter of the work as the author,"
As much as the "dea th of the autho r" has been purported by pos t-modem
theory," Jean ie Forte contends that
,"'
'.~:l ~.I
"'; . 1'
For femi nism, the author can 't be dead . .. . In the dialogue
between spectator and performance text that feminism hopes to
tum into a dialectic, the intensi ty of the rela tionship between
writer and text- the personal connection, if you will---e merges
as a crucial point of context. In the theatre, this would ofnecessity
extend to the interp reters of the text, who must somehow share
in the authentic expl oration of female subjectivity. This is not to
reinstate 'author 's intent' as a guiding principle of production;
rather, it connotes for femini st theatre practice what I have been
discussing for feminist theatre writing-an engagement with the
issues and problems inherent in the commitment to a polit ical
agenda."
In The Skriker, Churchill deconstructs the notion ofwoman as represented
byJosie and Lily, as she positions them, as in many ofher other works, in a " liminal,
reflective territory [that] is outside of society, a space that women are re legated to,
and therefore must use to their advantage as a place to reclaim them selves.':"
However, in the Skriker, Josie and Lily are ultimately powerless to overcome the
overwhelming constraint of patriarchal ideology. They "pri mari ly belong to the
margins ofsociety, are revealed as impossible beings. They have insuffic ient social
and economic power to embody the cultural ideal of ' woman,' yet there is no
symbolic space in which to create an alternative identity. These women are trapped
between visibility and invisibility.t'" and cannot reclaim their identity as women.
It is through the mythic presentat ion of the image ofthe damag ed femini ne psyche,
which in tum impairs society as a whole, that Churchill manifests the urgent need
for change.
Rathe r than didac tically (in a Brechtian sense) presenting the prob lem
and/or solution to the audience, she engages both dia logue and action. While she
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denies " interpretative mastery" to an audience conditioned to view and interpret
primarily linear works," Churchill does not limit the inte rpretat ion of messages
but instead relinquishes authorial intent. She subjects it to the audience's authority
to produce thought, dialogue, or action in response to their perceptio n of the play.
Thus, the meaning of the text is consummated in collaboration with audience
response/feedback." Seen as a histo ry modified through Churchill's interpretation
of the past object by present practice, the status of interpretation is transformed,
"no longer being present within authors as the frame of reference of their thought;
it is not situated within the object that we, as new authors , have to render thinkable.
As the function of an other situation, from now on it is possible to study our
predecessors ' modes of comprehension as prejudi ces, or simply the givens of a
period.?" This allows us to see beyond a history cffacts established according to
patriarchal paradigms, by enga ging the dialectic of diffe rence towards a history of
possibilities.
As described by chaos theory, this unique respo nsiveness to meaning
determined by an audience is precisely what occurs in feminist theat re. Quantum
theory overlaps chaos theory in this respect, stating that even the interaction between
the observer (audience) and observed (art work) is dynamic- that "there is no
intrinsic mean ing without observation," because the "act of observation changes
whatever is being observed and therefore becomes a creat ive act.,,~~ The objectivity
ofAristotle is thus replaced by subjectivity and a real ity in wh ich everyth ing is not
as it appears. Thus, "in a theatre re-visioned using 20th century scientific theory
. . more questions are asked than answered, knowledge is always part ial , meaning
is always mult iple, and the individual perspective ofeach aud ience member creates
the drama for themselves."~9 This is a theatre of probab ilities and possibilities,
rather than probability and necessity."
There is chaos in creating works of art , because if art reflects nature, it
also reflects its inherent mysteries and paradoxes as instability and order interact
within the fractal mod el. Chaos theory allows one to analyze a play, diverging
from the linear presuppositions of form as well as giving playwrigh ts the freedom
to experiment with new forms as they explore disorder and difference within the
co nstrai nts of a self-organizing paradigm. Acc ording to Demastes , the
breakthroughs in modem scientific theory as applied to the arts "reveal the limited
human potential for contro l ofour universe, but they also forcefully argue against
our succumbing to despair, g iven the vast new opportunities that (they) offer for
understanding the world."? ' in a re-vis icning of history that take s us beyond the
hegemonic limits of the patriarchy.
In feminist theatre, the deconstruction of linearity and introduction of
difference as disrupting influen ces of societal norms serve to create new models
that can serve to perpetuate societal changes. Caryl Churchill demonstrates the
use of displacement of time and place, disintegrated lineari ty, and deconstructed
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and reinvented language" in her work to engage the imaginat ion of the audience
with new linguistic and behavioral images in order to appropr iate new paradigms
for living, and for perceiving life . Using the tools of chaos, Churchill works to
subvert the status quo of the dominant society, "producing a disruptive consciousness
in which meanings are revealed in a new way."?'
Chaos theory as applied to fem inist theatre thus rejects both a linear as
wellas a fragmented view ofthe universe. It represents an attempt to find organized
principles in a dive rsity of forms and idea lly describes the se form s and their
relationships to one another with thei r own distinctive beauty that is true to nature.
Chaos theory " is ideologically unrestrictive as well as multi-disciplinary"?' and .
as such, informs new, practical constructs in feminist theatre for expressing its
own phenomenology,
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intelligibility of the pa st is also the sym ptom ofan activity I!"du'l'd.lhe resuh ofevents and structurings
!hat it changes to objec ts capable of be ing thought, the representation ofan evanesce nt order ofgenesis."
In Tht Skriur, Churchill gives us a spec ific referent ial origin. the comairung force of the patriarch y,
lIld develop s "Ihe mode ofrhe thinkable" in the effects of the origin on the lives of the wom en through
the actions of the Skriker. Mean ing is ascr ibed in the underst anding of how the paS!affects rbe present,
producing respo nses 10 the con linuous genesis in the perpetuation of patriarchal hegemony- what is
Meapable of being thought ."
79. Forte 21.
SO. 32. f one quote s Tania Modeleski . Mf eminism and lhc: Power of ln lerp tetatioo: Some
ential Read ings..R Ftmi"W Srud;~$, Cn/ie-ol SlluJit .1. ed . Teresa de Laureti s (Bloomington : I:'-lP.1 986)
..110 stites. M' feminins at th is histoncal moment need 10 ins ist on the importance of real ....omen as
interpMtn.· which intludes author_aetor-speetator.M
&1. Rola nd Banhes. "The Death o f the AUlhor.M Imo~. MlUic. r..XI' (Ne.... York: Hill and
Wang. 1917) 14&. Barthes rontends. tha t contrary to class ica l criticism, it is !he reader who - holds
IOgcIher in a single fie ld all the traces by which the written text is conSlituted.~ therdty validating the
function of the Ml OOience Mas IlOI on ly the re«plOn of. bUl l lso tbose who assign the meaning oftha.t
ll'hichis read. or in the cascof a play. performed . He also statts. Ma text 's unity lies not in iu origin. but
in its destination t implyin g that (as femi niSI theory eotllen ds) the work finds ilS com plet ion in its
leading (or performance ).
82. Forte 30.
83. Alex is lloyd . "Church ill's Dramatic Srrucnne: Subverti ng the Li near Narrative:
Conclusion." (2 March 2000 bttp 'fIwww el neV~alexi s!) hesjs/struclyrel hIm!).
84, Lloyd. "Co nclusion."
83. Wilson 181. Wilson contends, "While the soc ial impact c finte rpre rative mastery over a
text hu less tangible effects than ot her mod es of socia l maste ry. the poin t remains lh~t interpretative
mastery is compatible with oth er modes ofmutery. It is a mode o f social regulation and co"",i'''"l'"t
basedon relat ions of power which are . by defin ition, hierarchical andpotc ntial\ y oppressive, From this
peopective. ChUfC hill 's refusal to allow the audie nce acce ss 10 a pos ition of interpreta tive ·mastery·
over n... Slnt..r. is m act of political resistanee.Mital ics. mine .
66
86. Each of the reviewers cite<! in this papernperienced.differen t resp.>nse5 to (llUI"Chil1'~
play.
87. CertellU 34.
88. Phillips 14 1.
89. 142.
90. Case 129. Case 's di scussion of'th e term "contiguity" in rela tion to . new femini st form
bean many similarities to chaos theory: contiguity is "an organizationa l device that feminists have
discovered in both early and modern works by women, Luce lrigaray describes it as a 'nearness',
creat ing I fonn constantly in the process of weaving itself . . • embracing words. and yet cas ting them
off' , concerned not with darity, but with what is ' touched upon ' , Cixous calls it 'working the in-
between,' and Jane: Gallop describes it as 'th e register of touching. nearness, presence, immediacy,
OOI1taet.· II can be td/ipricQJrather than illustrative•.frggmf'nlary rathe r than whole. ambigumu rather
than clear. and UrICmlplt'drllner than complete. This cQruiguity " iSlS...i thin the !ext (which ' onien'
the system) and at its borders: the feminine fonn seems to be wit/wvt ll senstoff_1 doswr--inf~
il opentesas analltj-clant",.- (emphasis, mine). Tbe p.1radollical nlIlUr1: of!he feminine form filSwell
with !he elements ofclLaos as il is cycl ical , nollineu; il createsform s lhat are self similar which loop
bac k upon them selves as feedback; ....hile il appears iiII'Ibiguous and fragmentary, the lelll ullimalCly is
the author of Ihe system's order; the lack o f formal closure indicates me openness of the system to
response and shaping (perhaps engagement or dialogue) by say, the audi ence, as they become co-
interpreters of mean ing.
91. Will iam Demastes. Theat re o/Chaos.' Beyond Absurdism into Order Disorder
(Cam bridge: Cambridge UP, 1998)75.
92. Michael Leroy Phillips provides an excellenl applica tion of chaos theory to Caryl
Churchill 's MrNthful ofBirds and Susan Lori J>alt.s's I"'p'rrtptible Mutabifjtjts ill tht 17Iird Kingdom
in his d isserta tion, 20th Ct nfl.lry Scittt tific Theory Q.J .... Inttrpl"ttiw Tool for lJr-a",..tU: Liftr(lluT('
( University o fOregon, 1996 ). Caro l Fisher Sorgenfrei's revisionary methods are examined in "Tensile
Strenilh: CarolFisher Sorgeefrei, TheatricalFusion, and the Womenoftbe Western Canon,-by l.aUtlI
D.C. Bo)" CCHlSlrvCriQrlS ..M Con/rotttotions: Changi"g Repl"tse,,'''1ions of W" "' l'II IlM Ft ",illislllS.
Eastllnd If~st. Vol. 12,Litn-aryStudies w t llM Itio;t/, eds . Cristi na Bacch ilega and Comeli. N. Moore
(Honol ulu: U of Honolulu P, 19%).
Like Church ill, feminist playwright Suzan Lori Patks 's play, l",perrtptibfe Mutabilities in
tht Third Kingdom, is nonlinea r-with scenes that do not follow in a sequential orde r. Time is also
flexible , encompassing present, past , and future experiences that sometimes occur simultaneously.
The main characters' "her-s tor ies" are not told in the context of histori c eve nts , but of personal
uperiences. The language of tbe play is figura live, poet ic, loop ing back upon itse lf in repetitive
rnotifs. Abou l her re-visionary Slyle and repetilive motifs, Parks says :
~We accept il in poetry and call it ' incremental refrain. ' For the mOSl pan, incre menllll
refrai n createi a ...eig:htllld a tltytbm. In dr.unati<: ....ri tinS it does the ume--yes ; bul apin, ...hat abou:
all!hose ....ordsO\-cr and over? We all ....anlto get tothe CUMAX. ""'here docsrqletllion fil? First, iI's
II(lljust repetition but repetiti on with ""isioll. And in drama change, revision, is the thinS. Chanclcn
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refigure their ....crds and through a refiguring of language show us that they are expe riencing their
situation anew. Second ly, a text based on the concept of repetition and revision is one which breaks
from the text which we are told to write-the text which cleanly ARCS. I'm working to create a
dramatic text that departs from the traditional linear narra tive style to look and sound more like a
musical score." 119.
93. Price, "The Language of Caryl Churchill."
94. Hawkins 14.
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